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Risk perception & risk 

policy  
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Eurobarometer study 2006 EMF risk perception



Addressing risk perceptions

• There are established methods for studying risk perceptions.
• Dialogue and participation provide best opportunities for  

  conflict resolution.

Risk perception has to be considered in policy decisions.

 

How to do it?



Risk communication guidelines Examples



Seven cardinal rules of RC

(1) Accept and involve the public as a partner.
(2) Plan carefully and evaluate your efforts.
(3) Listen to the public's specific concerns.
(4) Be honest, frank, and open.
(5) Work with other credible sources.
(6) Meet the needs of the media.
(7) Speak clearly and with compassion. 

Covello and Allen, 1988 



Maxim of Quality: Truth

    * Do not say what you believe to be false.

    * Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.

Maxim of Quantity: Information

    * Make your contribution as informative as is required for the current purposes

       of the exchange.

    * Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.

Maxim of Relation: Relevance

    * Be relevant.

Maxim of Manner: Clarity

    * Avoid obscurity of expression. 

    * Avoid ambiguity.

    * Be brief.

    * Be orderly.
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Everyday communication

Grice, 1975



 “ Risk communication is not just a matter of good 
intentions ... Risk messages must be understood by the 
recipients, and their impacts and effectiveness must be 
understood by communicators. To that end, it is not 
longer appropriate to rely on hunches and intuitions 
regarding the details of message formulation. ”

Morgan & Lave, 1990, 358

Need for evidence based 

risk communication 



We need the best available evidence for policy 

recommendations. 

Therefore it is essential to apply appropriate 

research methods for rigorous inquiry.



Current Research 



RP & RC research programs in the EMF field

• International EMF project (WHO)
• EMF-Net (EU)
• COST Action BM 0704 (EU)

 
• DMF (GER) 
• Swiss Foundation Mobile Communication & SNF (CH) 
• MTHR (UK) 
• GSM/MMF 

• ZonMW (NL) 

Research support and programs  





 Empirical research 

 50 Citations in the data base of the EMF portal, 

  Issues addressed:

• General risk perceptions

• Trust & confidence

• Target groups

• SAR-values

• Precaution taking



 Evaluation of the available 

empirical research 

• Perception studies outnumber communication studies.
• Surveys are the most prominent research method.
• The psychometric paradigm is the most often used 

  research model.
• Only few experimental studies are available.
• Replication studies are very rare.



Research challenges



Challenges

 Addressing the right questions

 Improving evidence based risk 

    communication research 

 Filling the theoretical gaps

 Making use of advanced methods 

 Implementing interdisciplinary research

 Establish a critical mass of research



 Addressing the right questions

Research should focus:

• Perceptions (both: risk and benefits) of new medical applications 

 (MRI, and new commercial applications (RFID) of RF EMF 
• Dynamics of perceptions in context with attitude & belief change 
• Science literacy (hazard vs. risk, intuitive evidence assessment) & 

 „communication“ literacy
• Risk communication aspects (e.g., SAR values risk indicators,  

  exposure parameters precautionary measures) 
• Siting conflicts and participatory decision making



Improving evidence based risk 

communication research 

 

• Using the right methods for the selected research 

  question
• Raising methodological standards, e.g. replication
• Applying more experimental research for testing causal  

  relationships
• Ranking available evidence for crucial research questions



Filling the theoretical gaps

• Lack of theory driven research design

• Strengthening the link to basic research on attitude 

      change  and belief formation 
• Focussing on hypothesis driven research and model   

      development



Example

• Most risk perception studies are based on explicit measures
• Evaluations are predominately grounded in automatic processes 

Filling the theoretical gaps

good

bad

Cell

phones

no

yes

Meta-cognitive Model,Petty et al. 

2006 



Making use of advanced 

methods

Tool box for social & psychological research has lot 

more to offer than interviews and questionnaires:

• Rep Grids 
• Means ends analysis

• Conjoint analysis
• Information gathering analysis 
• Implicit measurements
• fMRI 



Example

Implicit Association Test (IAT)

   The IAT is a method for indirectly measuring 

the strengths of associations among  

concepts“  Nosek et al. 2006 

•Target objects (Cell phone,

  base stations) 

• Stimuli (good, bad)

• Response options

•Reaction time measure

Making use of advanced 

methods



press key „i“

Example

cell phone  

or 

good 

base station

or 

bad

press key „e“

 Making use of advanced

 methods 



 Implementing interdisciplinary 

research

• Risk communication researchers should establish 

  cooperation with epidemiologists & toxicologists in order  

  to get the science right

      

-Selecting the right concepts

-Wording the questions



Example
 Implementing interdisciplinary 

research

Evaluating conflicting evidence 

regarding potential health risks

Animal research

Epidemiology

Genotoxicology

Case studies

Evidence based Medicine

Reviewing evidence 



Establishing a critical mass 

• Social science research is often small-scale 
• Issues need to be studied on a broader scale 
• Research should be conducted in cooperate    

  networks for large scale, comparative studies




